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Executive Summary 

The Word Network is the largest African-American 

religious  network in the world, reaching millions of 

viewers in Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia, and the 

Americas. Over the past 3 years The Word Network 

has gained recognition and has strengthened its  

brand utilizing OT CLOUD’s robust platform as their 

Online Video Platform of choice to deliver their 

network worldwide.

®

the word network utilizes OT CLOUD  to empower 
THEIR BRAND AND REACH A WORLDWIDE AUDIENCE.



Challenges

The Word Network wanted to continue expanding 

its reach and was in need of a cost effective solution 

that would make the network accessible, to not only 

terrestrial and satellite viewers, but also available 

online. By using OT CLOUD services rather than 

investing in their own in-house video asset management 

and delivery technology, they managed to avoid 

unnecessary capital expenditures, while ensuring a 

high-quality viewer experience to their audience.

How OT CLOUD Helped ROI

OT CLOUD reduced The Word Network’s in-house 

costs, and with its comprehensive suite of features was 

able to capture and measure video traffic on their site. 

OT CLOUD was able to develop new revenue streams 

with intuitive tools that allowed The Word Network 

to create, personalize, and broadcast new services 

quickly and easily.
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iOS ANDROID PC/MAC

STREAM TRANSCODESTORAGE CDN



®

Results and Future Plans 

Today Olympusat Telecom is responsible for the 

worldwide linear streaming distribution of The Word 

Network and their entire VOD library. The Word 

Network’s Content is delivered to multiple devices 

using OT CLOUD as their single cost effective solution.

“Our success with The Word Network 
is a result  of  dedication bundled with 
our state-of-the-art technology”.

Austin Powers
President of Olympusat Telecom

“We are reaching a larger global 
audience by providing the ultimate 
end user experience with  OT Cloud’s 
platform”.

Brandon Crouch
Social Media/Web Director for 
The Word Network 


